Transporter youtube

The fastest and easiest way to switch to Shopify Plus. Use Transporter to convert and import
data from your previous platform to Shopify Plus in just a few steps. Launch quicker, start
making money faster, and give your customers a better experience without missing a beat.
Transporter is a suite of data migration tools that simplifies the process of switching to Shopify
Plus. Transporter puts the control in your hands to offer a fast and seamless migration
experience, from migration to launch. Launch quicker and start making money faster without
missing a beat. The tool and transformation scripts are open sourced, so you can customize
scripts for complex data and contribute to and improve them. Next, use the Transporter app to
load the information into Shopify. The app has many benefits over native CSV importing,
including:. My God, I hate this app. We are splitting our existing Shopify store and needed to
migrate some orders over to the new Shopify store. Despite Shopify recommending this app,
the export from Shopify does not match the import csv. The app rejects orders for several
reasons, even though these are historic orders and it does not matter that the information might
be incorrect. Rejects invalid emails 2. Rejects phone numbers that are not in E. Date must be in
ISO format have to convert every single date 4. Despite the Shopify export using 'unfulfilled' as
a status, this is not a recognised status for Transporter and it must be blank in the import csv It
takes so long to rectify these above issues, when all we want to do is use the order data and
just reimport it back into Shopify. Poor support for shopify to shopify order import-export. Its
odd that shopify support recommends it as a solution for migrations of this kind. While the
shopify order export structure is accepted and imported by transporter, the import prices and
totals are wildly different. The only issue with it is the poor import rate on customers and in
particular the dreaded 'Phone is invalid' error. The developers of the cli tool didn't think to use
the country code in Magento to convert phone numbers from Magento into an E. For large
Magento installs with hundreds of thousands of customers and orders the cli tool to export data
to csv is dog slow as they have used Magento's SOAP API, and there's no way to speed it up;.
Maybe they should have taken a leaf out of the Excelify App author's technique and used the
database tables directly rather than Magento models. I struggled to get the ruby gem for the
Transporter cli tool installed and working on our original Magento dev server running PHP 5.
Eventually got it working by creating a new Ubuntu Docs on cli tool very light, few example of
how to use commands and no examples of using any options. According to the docs there
should be a way of doing this but I couldn't get it to work. It is an important omission because
you'll need to do it if you are migrating a Magento multistore to a number of separate Shopify
Plus instances each with a different currency. As mentioned above, it fails to validate or modify
crucial data so that Shopify will be able to import it. Sorry Shopify - I love your platform but I
can't rate this tool at all. Magento to Shopify Plus migrations are going to be big business for
you and this app is a selling point for those migrating. It needs to be improved. Overall score
here, 2 out of 5 for the CLI tool and 3 out of five for the App, overall a bit generous on 3 out of 5.
Learn more on shopify. Email address. Your store name. Create your store. Search Search.
Inventory management. Transporter by Shopify. Add app. About Transporter. Note: This app
can only be installed on Shopify Plus shops. Show full description. Show less. Media gallery.
Support Developer website Privacy policy Get support. Overall rating Click to learn more. The
overall rating reflects the current state of the app. It accounts for all app reviews but prioritizes
the most recent ones. View all 4 reviews. Most recent reviews Write a review. Sort by Recent
Helpful. Show All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Mous EU. Helpful 0. Bryan
Anthonys Wholesale. Last edited. Helpful 3. I've had a real difficult time with this app and it's
corresponding cli tool. Additional problems I've encountered; 1. Helpful 6. View all reviews. Try
Shopify free for 14 days. Email address Start free trial. Log in to your Shopify store. Opens in a
new window. Close Menu. Frank Martin, a former special-ops mercenary, is now living a less
perilous life. But when he is engaged by a cunning femme-fatale, he must use his covert
expertise and knowledge of fast cars, fast driving, and fast women in a dangerous game of
chess. Rentals include 30 days to start watching this video and 48 hours to finish once started.
More purchase options. By ordering or viewing, you agree to our Terms. Sold by Amazon. Share
Share. Edit Edit. Lightbulb Lightbulb. Related Details. Customers who watched this item also
watched. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I am also a fan of Transporter since I watched the first
one in the theater. This cannot be called a "transporter" in any way. Sure it has everything the
Statham ones did. Cars, damsel in distress, a simple transport that becomes all but. They recast
the character, brought in his dad, AND completely ignored anything from the previous 3 movies.

Choreography is little compared to the others. I gave it 2 stars for the chase scenes only thing
that makes this worth it honestly. But the fighting, story, and new actor don't do the character
justice. They could have easily made him be someone the Jason Statham character trained to
carry on his job. But no, they tried to completely recast the character as someone else and hope
he can do it justice. Big 'ol nope from me! Good fun and Ed Skrein has a good screen presence.
He has played in Deadpool, Game of Thrones and Midway so he knows his way around. I loved
seeing Ray Stevenson The Bunker as the transporter's dad. Love him. This series is the
creation of Luc Besson who produced this version and helped to write it as well. Director
Camille Delamarre also directed Brick Mansions which you may have seen. OK, Skrein is not up
to the standard in the complex fight scenes that Jason Statham has established. We can't do
much about that. Not many actors can pull those kinds of scenes off successfully. And every
cop car seems to jump and flip around in the air for no good reason while the transporter makes
his escape. But aside from that, the movie holds together well. The bad guys are Russians who
hold women in the bondage of prostitution so we don't like them very much. There is a lot of
action, chances, fights, shootings, complex poisonings, cool stunts, girls taking off some of
their clothes, and all-around plenty to keep our eyes busy. It is fun to watch. This is because
there are no naked people and the language is clean for gangsters. It runs for one hour and 36
minutes. Fun and well executed but does not match the Statham versions. Quick sample: Client:
"my name is Well, idiot, if you don't exchange names, how the hell would you recognize even if
she told you, why would you even ask??. Then he takes important calls in the middle of dinner
with no vetting whatsoever, his Dad is supposed to be a hot shot CIA operative with decades of
experience on the field, yet a dumb chick get him in the trunk of her car with a housewife cheap
trick. The transporter is supposed to be a super fighter yet, when they are done with the job one
of the chicks just points the gun at him at close range and he is helpless, then she puts it
"away" for Christ sake behind her skirt to pat him down and he stays helpless like a little girl.
That's just the tip of the iceberg I am trying to forget all of it. But basically a few talent-less
grade preschoolers got together and put together bad acting, expensive car crashes, HD with
slow motions shots, a bad story and shook it all together to see if a movie would come out,
nothing but vomit came out so that is why we never saw the lead actor ever again. The sad part
about this that, at some studio, somewhere, a few 'executives' got together and signed off on
this thing, looked at each other and agreed with each other and gave the money to do it. I would
not give these worthless idiots a job as a dishwasher in a restaurant. I have to say the
Transporter franchise follows the same plot for each of the movies, he gets hired, things do not
go to plan, and he ends up saving the girl and killing lots of people along the way ; oh and there
are lots of car chases. I can't say the acting was any better or worse than the earlier movies that
started Jason Statham. However, I think the plot twists were not as obvious in the earlier
movies. Really one of the biggest turn offs for me was not the script or the actors, but rather the
beginning of movie felt more overtly like one long Audi commercial may there be no doubt who
helped fund the movie. Just set the wrong tone for the movie and for that I rate this a 2 star.
This movie had way too many errors that I noticed. I've never written a movie review before and
I'm not what I would consider a movie critic by any means. But there were a few things that
stood out the most. Now I know in the past Transporter movies they've always used an Audi in
them. Which is famous for having the Quattro system. Why on Earth would you make a movie
with a car that has Quattro and disable it so that it's rear wheel drive? Use a BMW or Mercedes
if you want the effects of a rear wheel drive car. Another one that irritated me was when he
would press hard on the brake pedal and accelerate usually lighting up the rear tires only.
Again, that car has all wheel drive. One of the scenes, forgot what time stamp it was but it was
towards the beginning, he moves the shifter up towards reverse and moves forward. On the
runway scene where the copilot gets taken out, spoiler alert, and leans forward bumping the
throttles, is that not the longest full throttle ever without taking off? Yet to slow the plane down
to a stop took only seconds. I'm sure there was some other scenes that I have left out, but being
a car guy those were the ones that I took the most notice to. The plot wasn't terrible and the
acting seemed par for the course overall. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Translate all reviews to English. I actually bought this dvd not knowing that Jason wasn't in it
When I got it and realized it wasn't, I thought I'm cheating on Jason with buying this but
watched it anyway so don't tell Jason that I actually not only bought it but liked it Report abuse.
Ed Skrein is a better actor than Jason Statham, but the story was a bit off with the four girls
seeking revenge. Maybe they were there as an eye candy, so males would actually watch this
film? The car chases were high octane, but the stupidity obviously has no bounds, jumping
over an aircraft to land inside the airport at Nice??? And notice there is never a scratch or dent
on the Audi S8, even after taking out fences etc. No wonder they had to use 8 of them for the
filming as per extra features and demolished two of them completely. Interessanter und

spannender Film, haben diesen auch schon mehrfach angesehen. Immer wieder super wenn an
Regentagen die Langeweile auftritt. Translate review to English. Ed Skrein vervangt Jason
Statham, die Frank Martin speelde in de eerste 3 films, in dit vierde deel waarin Frank zich
genoodzaakt ziet om een verbond aan te gaan met enkele voormalige escorte-dames. Report
abuse Translate review to English. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content.
Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from newbrite Sold by newbrite Details.
Ships from. Sold by. Save with Used - Like New. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: JustEquipment.
See more. FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for
AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 12 hrs and 40 mins Details. Sold by
JustEquipment and Fulfilled by Amazon. Other Sellers on Amazon. Sold by: High Quality Media.
Sold by: gcraft. Sold by: twilight cinema. Have one to sell? Sell on Amazon. Image Unavailable
Image not available for Color:. The Transporter Collection Includes Transporter 1 and 2. DVD
"Please retry". DVD August 22, "Please retry". DVD March 27, "Please retry". See More.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by newbrite. Ships from
and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page
1 of 1. Previous page. Transporter 3 Single-Disc Edition. Jason Statham. Mechanic
Resurrection. Transporter 1 and 2. Corey Yuen. The Transporter Collection [Blu-ray]. The
Transporter. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Sylvester Stallone.
Dwayne 'The Rock' Johnson. The Mechanic. Register a free business account. Product details
Aspect Ratio : 2. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Have always been a fan of the Transporter movies, so decided to purchase
this set of the first two movies, also purchased Transporter 3, will enjoy them whenever I want!
One person found this helpful. Two great movies for a very reasonable cost, thankyou! Which
seemingly happens only in movie 1 and 2 whats up in 3? Great movie. Jason Statham is a great
actor and he is also a highly skilled martial artist. This movie is a must have for any action
movie fan and a real man's movie. One of the inside prongs to hold the advertising papers was
broken, but I throw out the lapers any way so who cares. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. This film set contains the first 2 offerings from the Transporter series. The
Transporter films are action films based around Jason Statham playing the role of Frank Martin
who works transporting challenging cargo's that others would not want to or could not handle
like people, money, explosives, etc. Both films are full of amazing driving, fantastic fight scenes
and great action that keeps you captivated throughout. These films are among my favourite
action films and I highly recommend checking these out. Report abuse. Frank Martin Jason
Statham lives a quiet and unassuming life in the French Riviera as a self employed delivery
driver with a difference. He doesn't wear a uniform, you won't find him in the yellow pages and
he doesn't work out of a depot. He delivers items that no other delivery company would dare to
handle and there are no consignment notes or paperwork to fill in. Frank has 3 rules; 1 Never
change the deal. He adheres to these rules until one day he notices a package happens to be
moving. Eventually he breaks rule 3 to find a young woman inside the package. The recipient of
said package now has to make sure that Frank is silenced. In the second film Frank relocates to
Miami and is working for a wealthy family to transport their young son to and from school. The
young boy is kidnapped and Frank sets out to recue him. The kidnappers have another plan to
release a virus and Frank has to rely on his special forces skills to get the job done. Both films
have plenty of chase and fight action and will satisfy the needs of most action film fans and at
the current price of 5GBP it is an absolute bargain to be had. Luc Besson is a talented movie
maker who specialises in riotous car chases, explosions, good v bad and usually a good twist
of sarcasm. Transporter 1 and 2 are a 2 movie collection which introduce us to the suave and
principled Frank played by Jason Statham who moves packages for money. Clearly, some

packages can promote adverse situations, and that's where this series excels. So much so that
there is now a tv series following on from the films. This is a good starter set for a good old
fashioned gripping film with a slight hint of bond and so well written and acted, you really can't
easily predict the ending! Jason Statham has made some classic films Snatch and Lock, Stock
etc The films in this set don't come close, unfortunately, but they are fantastic all action films
with pretty much non-stop guns, explosions, car chases, fist fights, stunts, and so on. The
storylines are dodgy to say the least, and whoever thought it would be a good idea for Jason
Statham to attempt an American accent I think that's what it is was sadly deluded. And watching
Mr Statham laying low improbable numbers of foes armed only with his fists and a multiplicity
of lethal weapons , and performing the kind of stunts in his car that would have Evel Knievel
turning in his grave, is a treat. Buy it, but don't take it too seriously. I saw this film on tv about
two days before i ordered the dvds for the first time ever and loved the film so much. But i loved
the film from the start it has a mix of action with a few comedy scenes as well. The on chemistry
between the characters Frank Martin and Lai is great and when you add in the French police
inspector Tarconi it really makes the film. I was so impressed with the film i even got the 3rd
one as well as this dvd set. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? There's
a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Special Edition. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Check out some of the
most anticipated TV series revivals, live-action movie adaptations, and remakes currently in the
works. Browse our picks. See the full gallery. Search for " The Transporter Malfunction " on
Amazon. Title: The Transporter Malfunction 29 Mar To show her appreciation for all the free
meals she's had at their apartment, Penny, using money from an acting residual check, gives
Leonard and Sheldon each a gift: a vintage, mint, in-the-box, Mego Star Trek: The Original
Series Transporter, with real transporter action - apiece. They both love their gift. It has
additional special meaning for Leonard since it was given to him from Penny with love. And it
has additional special meaning for Sheldon since his Leonard Nimoy Spock miniature action
figure would fit in the toy. However, Penny is dismayed to learn that neither Leonard or Sheldon
plan on opening their respective gift to play with it since doing so would diminish its value.
Later, Sheldon, hearing the voice of his Spock miniature action figure in his dreams telling him
to do so, decides to open his gift to play with it. The result makes him contemplate secretly
switching his now useless toy with Leonard's mint condition, still-in-the-box toy. Meanwhile, on
the Written by Huggo. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of
everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External
Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers
and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. The Big Bang Theory â€” Rate This. Season 5
Episode All Episodes Raj gets quite a surprise when he asks his parents to set him up on a
date. Penny buys Leonard and Sheldon a pair of Star Trek keepsake collectibles. Director: Mark
Cendrowski. Added to Watchlist. Worst Television Episodes. Related Items. Use the HTML
below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. User Polls You're in my
shirt! Edit Cast Episode complete credited cast: Johnny Galecki Leonard Hofstadter Jim
Parsons Sheldon Cooper Kaley Cuoco Penny Simon Helberg Howard Wolowitz Kunal Nayyar
Raj Koothrappali Melissa Rauch Bernadette Rostenkowski Brian George Koothrappali Alice
Amter Koothrappali Chriselle Almeida Edit Storyline To show her appreciation for all the free
meals she's had at their apartment, Penny, using money from an acting residual check, gives
Leonard and Sheldon each a gift: a vintage, mint, in-the-box, Mego Star Trek: The Original
Series Transporter, with real transporter action - apiece. Edit Did You Know? Kaley Cuoco
Penny goes on to buy Khloe and Lamar's house after their divorce in Also, it serves no purpose
as it does not contain numbers or symbols. Quotes [ first lines ] Penny : Oh my God, I love this
chicken! Sheldon Cooper : Oh, you know what they say, 'Best things in life are free'. Penny :
Okay, you're right, I eat your food a lot. Now, how 'bout this: you can raid my fridge any time
you want. Sheldon Cooper : Oh, that's very kind of you. Next time I have a hankering to wash
down a D-cell battery with a jar of old pickle juice, I'll come a-knocking. Add the first question.
Language: English. Runtime: 21 min. Sound Mix: Stereo. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your

history. Leonard Hofstadter. Sheldon Cooper. Howard Wolowitz. Raj Koothrappali. Bernadette
Rostenkowski. Lakshmi Choudry. Check out some of the most anticipated TV series revivals,
live-action movie adaptations, and remakes currently in the works. Browse our picks. See the
full gallery. Search for " The Transporter " on Amazon. Ex-Special Forces operator Frank Martin
lives what seems to be a quiet life along the French Mediterranean, hiring himself out as a
mercenary "transporter" who moves goods--human or otherwise--from one place to another. No
questions asked. Carrying out mysterious and sometimes dangerous tasks in his tricked-out
BMW, Frank adheres to a strict set of rules, which he never breaks. Rule One: Never change the
deal. Rule Two: No names--Frank doesn't want to know whom he's working for, or what he's
transporting. Rule Three: never look in the package. Frank's newest transport seems no
different from the countless ones he's done in the past. He's been hired by an American known
only as "Wall Street" to make a delivery; but when Frank stops along the route, he notices his
package is moving. Violating Rule Three, Frank looks inside the bag, finding its contents to be a
beautiful, gagged woman. Frank's steadfast adherence to his other two rules--which make up
his basic code of survival--also Films such as Transporter and, I should imagine, Transporter 2
and Transporter 3 unless there has been a dramatic change of heart by their producers
highlight one of the dilemmas of IMDBs user ratings system. But what do you do when you see
a well-made, entertaining piece of complete schlock which stands head and shoulders about its
peer films and then a well-made, very moving and thoughtful film which is unlike the schlock as
cheese is to chalk? In all honesty there can be no comparison, yet both deserve a high rating.
Of its kind, Transporter does stand out. But it does so without characterisations and plot
entirely. What vague storyline there is simply the help the hero, in this case Jason Statham, roar
from one fight to the next. In in Transporter's case it works. Why, I have no idea. Certainly, the
producers hired good talent, not least Luc Besson who has latterly made this kind of film his
stock in trade. A great deal about this film boasts 'class', except, it has to be said, the film itself.
But the point is it doesn't matter. You don't go to your neighbourhood hamburger joint and
expect haut cuisine and you would be thought of as dim-witted if you then criticised the joint for
not reaching haut cuisine standards. So those who like this kind of thing, the Transporter movie
will get their money's worth and then some. And it would be futile, not to say ineffably silly, to
criticise Transporter for being utterly and ludicrously over the top. Because, of course, it is
meant to be utterly and ludicrously over the top. It succeeds and stands out for several reasons.
One is Jason Statham, the Transporter. I like Jason. I have now seen him in three films and I'm
on his side. If Jason gets through his day job by not taking it seriously, he doesn't show it. But
nor does he give the impression of believing himself to be 'an artist'. He has a certain quality
about him which, if not unique, is rare. He knows what he can do and, presumably, what he
can't do, and doesn't pretend. With Jason you feel what you see is what you get. And I like that.
I could, of course, be completely wrong, but somehow I don't think so, and it is that certain
honesty which comes across on camera and helps to raise what is at heart pretty mediocre
material rather higher. Jason gives value for money. If Jason flipped hamburgers, you could be
pretty sure they would be stand-out, top-dollar hamburgers. And it is that quality which carries
the film as far as I am concerned. In another's hands the role he takes would go bear-shaped
quite soon although that is not to say there aren't other men about with the same quality as
Jason. There are other 'hard men' out their - Vin Diesel and Steven Seagal, although I haven't
seen a film by either - but I doubt whether any of the others would carry it off as Jason does.
The important difference is that, of its kind, it is rather more impressive in that way rather like
anther Luc Besson scripted film, District Hence my high rating. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the
new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and
Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot
Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews.
Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate
This. Frank Martin, who "transports" packages for unknown clients, is asked to move a package
that soon begins moving, and complications arise. Watch on Cinemax with Prime Video
Channels. Added to Watchlist. From metacritic. Movie List 2. Related Items. Share this Rating
Title: The Transporter 6. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb
rating plugin. When I grow up, I want to be Edit Cast Cast overview, first billed only: Jason
Statham Frank Martin Qi Shu Inspector Tarconi Matt Schulze Wall Street Ric Young Kwai Doug
Rand Leader Didier Saint Melin Boss Tonio Descanvelle Thug 1 Laurent Desponds Thug 2
Matthieu Albertini Thug 3 Vincent Nemeth Pilot Jean-Yves Bilien Little Thug Jean-Marie Paris
Giant Thug Adrian Dearnell Newscaster Alfred Lot Edit Storyline Ex-Special Forces operator
Frank Martin lives what seems to be a quiet life along the French Mediterranean, hiring himself
out as a mercenary "transporter" who moves goods--human or otherwise--from one place to
another. Edit Did You Know? Trivia In this film, Frank Martin is a former soldier turned hired

driver. Goofs When Lai's father enters the room just before he slaps her the guard at the door
can be seen setting a beer bottle down. But before the father enters the room he has no beer
bottle in his hand. Quotes Frank Martin : I'd like to do some sight-seeing. Pilot : This plane isn't
for tourists. User Reviews Hamlet it ain't but of its - very limited kind - better than many 19
November by pfgpowell-1 â€” See all my reviews. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No
Report this. Q: What are the differences between the PG theatrical version and the French uncut
version of this movie? Edit Details Official Sites: Official site. Country: France USA. Language:
English French Mandarin. Runtime: 92 min. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your history. Frank
Martin. Inspector Tarconi. Frank is asked to retrieve a vital document from a villa in Crimea
occupied by Russia. The villa is heavily guarded and just getting across the border will be a
challenge. The delivery of an anti-social young hacker puts Carla's life in jeopardy. Unwilling to
be bullied into surrendering the hacker, Frank concocts a plan to rescue Carla. But after it's
revealed that Check out some of the most anticipated TV series revivals, live-action movie
adaptations, and remakes currently in the works. Browse our picks. See the full gallery. Search
for " Transporter: The Series " on Amazon. Title: Transporter: The Series â€” Frank Martin
returns as the Transporter with one very simple task - to deliver the package against all the
odds. However, something that sounds so simple, is rarely so. Joined by two new team
members, Caterina Boldieu, an ex- DGSE agent and later in the series, Jules Faroux, a computer
and mechanical whizz, Frank is hired to deliver a diverse range of packages - from pop
princesses to priceless paintings. Frank Martin takes the jobs no other transporter will touch or
can achieve - simply because they are too challenging and the odds seemingly insurmountable.
That is why he is considered the best transporter in the world. Frank's jobs take him to many
beautiful locations around the world, but they also draw him into danger and mystery. And more
often than not, solving that mystery will lead Frank to successfully completing his mission.
However Frank's jobs aren't solely about the packages he must deliver but also about the
people he meets. While his emphasis is always on completing the Written by Atlantique
Production. This is about a guy who drives a Audi from point A to B, picking up 'packages' and
delivering them. He is hired because he doesn't ask questions and because he does his job
well. I'm not really sure if I like this or dislike it. There are some good fight scenes like Chinese
movies. But no flying so kind of highly believable. To be honest there is no story in most of the
scenes. I mean how can you, since it is about a driver. No mystery no twists and turns. You
know who the bad guy is from the beginning so the story will about how the driver will fight his
way out and do the job deliver the package at the end. Well I don't see this series going to be a
hit. But it is not as bad as some other action TV shows. The acting is pretty amateur. Wonder
why they didn't hire some good actors since they sure must have put a lot of money in all those
fast car stunts and things. The scenery too is nice. You get some nude scene too. That might
help to sell the show. Besides that hardly see anything promising in it. They could have done
better with a bit more writing. Anyways it is up to the viewer to decide whether they are going to
like it or not. I will give a 5 for this. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page.
Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official
Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Episode List. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents
Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo
Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Episode Guide. Frank
Martin is an ex special ops, who now spends his life as a transporter on the other side of the
law. With three rules, he always completes his
toyota celica owners manual
isuzu trooper timing belt replacement
cat5 phone wiring diagram
contracts. One way, or the other. Added to Watchlist. Top-Rated Episodes S2. Error: please try
again. Already Watched. Related Items. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to
use the IMDb rating plugin. Episodes Seasons. Edit Cast Series cast summary: Chris Vance
Dieter Hausmann 13 episodes, Violante Placido Edit Storyline Frank Martin returns as the
Transporter with one very simple task - to deliver the package against all the odds. Taglines:
One man, Three rules, One goal Edit Did You Know? Trivia The series marks the first time
Inspector Tarconi is shown shooting someone on screen in the entire Transporter franchise.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Language: English.
Runtime: 48 min. Sound Mix: Stereo. Color: Color. Edit page. Add episode. Clear your history.
Frank Martin 24 episodes, Inspector Tarconi 14 episodes, Dieter Hausmann 13 episodes,
Caterina Boldieu 12 episodes, Carla Valeri 12 episodes, Juliette Dubois 12 episodes,

